
 

Royal Wonder - Pokerdeck

Introducing Wonder Playing Cards - Royal Edition, a regal and captivating
deck designed to bring an air of majesty to your card games and collections.
Printed by The United States Playing Card Company on classic air-cushioned
stock, these cards guarantee a superior level of quality and performance.

Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, the tuck boxes of Wonder Playing
Cards - Royal Edition are made by Clove St. Press on a premium card stock in
a dazzling sparkly purple finish. This unique touch adds a touch of glamour and
exclusivity to the overall design, making it a standout choice for card enthusiasts.

The classic, air-cushioned stock from The United States Playing Card Company
ensures a smooth and consistent handling experience. Wonder Playing Cards -
Royal Edition offers a perfect balance of durability and playability, making it
suitable for a variety of card games and maneuvers.

In addition to the premium card stock and superior handling, the deck features a
distinctive 3D back design, contributing to an engaging visual experience during
gameplay. The Royal Edition is not only a statement of quality but also a
testament to the artistry that goes into creating a truly captivating deck of cards.

The sparkly purple premium card stock used in the tuck boxes, crafted by Clove
St. Press, adds a touch of opulence and sophistication to the overall aesthetic. 
Wonder Playing Cards - Royal Edition seamlessly combines quality,
performance, and style, making it a royal choice for those who seek a deck that
stands out in every aspect. Elevate your card game with the majestic allure of 
Wonder Playing Cards - Royal Edition.

2500 made
Cards printed by The United States Playing Card Company
Tucks made by Clove St. Press
Designed by Chris Hage
Produced by Wondercraft Playing Cards
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